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After 
Nike since the 2012 launch of new Flyknit Racer running shoes, with knitting technology revolutionary debut by runners and the streets
of the popular welcome, just after a lapse of nearly five years later, this series will also usher in the sequel now seems to be. On the
Internet, this pair of new shoes called "Mariah Racer" has appeared recently, and in terms of appearance, it has a lot in common with
Flyknit Racer. 
Compared with the 
Flyknit Racer Mariah Racer, the new shoes adopt structure integrated shoes, solve the displacement generated by the tongue in the
process, the collar of the shoe sock concept can be well encapsulated, can be found in Flyknit Racer than the lace holes is reduced;
in addition to the heel more exposed support according to the stability of the structure, do to improve the performance of the plastic
structure revealed a processing method in the use of Flyknit technology is also used running shoes is rare, but now it seems that at
least in the bottom of the heel is Air air cushion, the exact configuration has yet to be further information disclosure, currently there are
no available news. 

source: thesneakerlawyer

The 
Brooklyn Projects by Nike in collaboration with the theme is very interesting, this pair of Dunk High inspired by the "paparazzi", in
view of many celebrities, stars are always paparazzi disrupt the lives of their view, zoom and flash appears every act and every move,
always troubling whenever and wherever possible, it is this to. The shoes were covered with flash patterns, and the patterns of the
camera were embroidered on the heels. Most of all, the 3M flash hidden flash patterns were printed on the suede uppers to make him
look forward to the actual effect. 

source: Highsnobiety

from Japan? Mita sneakers shop and Reebok cooperation has numerous works, one of the most well known is probably Bape and
three party joint, each will camouflage shoes in different elements, giving different visual enjoyment, but recently? Mita sneakers also
began to create a Reebok earth style road. The inspiration from the previous flight jacket? Insta Pump Fury Workout Low to the
desert boots?, a step by step to lead us into the embrace of the earth color. 

this time? Mita sneakers Zoku Runner UltraKnit innovation shoes? As canvas, desert sand as the theme, knitting line for the brush,
only with a sand color to paint, but because of different levels makes mixed colors, like the feet are irregular buried in the sand,
feeling the sun to accumulate energy, in addition to Mita sneakers? Also add some ingenuity, like a shoelace clasp or insole is camel
and the scorpion's profile, in order to echo the theme of atmosphere. Mita sneakers x Reebok Zoku Runner UltraKnit 'Desert Sand
Bath' has been on the Mita sneakers official website, priced at 16000 yen (not tax). 

source: Mita sneakers

Staple Design and PUMA 2017 NTRVL series, is the two styles of color combinations for shoes, as a symbol of life for different
needs, can wear the shoes can also go to the meeting is your gym partner, like Staple Design x PUMA Clyde as to such demands
outside, short black suede with bottom echo to dress sense, look for pure tones of illusion, but turned to the inside, although the
continuation of the same material design, but the white rice and Polka? Dots Formstripe with texture, is shown different tonality, finally
to see the bottom part of the transparent ice bottom childlike style, even contrast but not to people a sense of opposites, let people
feel the genius of Staples Steff designer?. Staple Design x PUMA Clyde 'Glacier Grey' has been listed on the European designated
dealers, priced at 109 euros, model 363674-01. 

source: EU kicks

if we say Nike Roshe Run is one of the most popular works in recent years, we should all agree! In addition to itself, but also through
the combination with other shoes, also produced a number of popular works, such as LD-1000, Nike recently put these shoes and
shoes Nike Waffle Racer early Nike Roshe Waffle combine to produce a new Racer. 

the shoes to use nylon and suede uppers, create a retro shoes appearance, but in the end it used to design Roshe Run, but
especially the outsole design Waffle Racer classic back into one, this time a total of 5 color is expected to debut in the Xia Tiandeng
field, according to foreign media navy blue color reports will first debut at the end of June, other colors may have to wait until August. 



Nike designer Dylan Rausch Xiaobian quite badly designed Roshe Run this pair of shoes, if the time to pull back and see the future
long axis, may also become one of the characteristics of the shoes of this era, the future will also look forward to Nike to design many
of the old and the new soul reappear in front of everyone it! 

source: Sivasdescalzo

Although 
spokesman recently has begun to alternately wear Curry 2.5 games, but in the brand officially published before the UA Curry Two but
also the new version to meet you, the blue and grey tones consisting of version makes it directly with NFL (Carolina Panthers) of the
Carolina Panthers Association, for why is that? Stephen Curry from childhood growing up in North Carolina, attending the local high
school is Charlotte Christian School, geopolitical relations let him become one of the team's fans, if you have the impression, this
year NEL fiftieth Super Cup Curry has arrived spectators for refueling, so if this color is really the inspiration for the Panthers that
seems quite reasonable. (laughs), such as a public official the future design concept we will share with you kan shoe. 

the United States is scheduled for April 15th listing, priced at $130. 

2015.04.14
officially open its name as' Electric Blue ', citing lightning fast style like Curry Luhuochunjing, night shot in the field near tear opponents
defense; Taiwan in April 15th officially on sale, store please see station listing report. 

day before and the Spurs Curry has robbed before the sale of the first real appearance. 

source: Sole Collector

2017 Air Max: 97 ushered in the expiration of 20th anniversary anniversary, to celebrate this important milepost, at the end of last
year the first return from the classic original 'La Silver' style, Nike can not be stopped, as recently just released, SWAROVSKI crystal
and a vamp with double costs $400. NikeLab WMNS Air Max 97 LX, nearly two days of the first exposure of the Riccardo Tisci joint
models, put this pair of shoes to a classic multivariate domain, can feel with time to belong to Air Max in March, the Air Max 97
offensive is beginning to heat, even the golden style has been seen for many years engraved news, California shoe shop Round Two
host Sean Wotherspoon recently shared a headquarters in Nike photographed the real shoe photos, and revealed its will again this
year Commercially available; in addition, a football star Cristiano Ronaldo in the early last month was the first real, C Luo also jokingly
said "You got La Silver I got La Gold. Want? To argue?", is really nice (right). 
After 
exposure, there appear to be no accident if Air Max 97 "Gold" should be sure again, this is again following the 2010 debut, is
currently scheduled for May listing, looking forward to the official release of further news. 

, Can't, for, these, to, drop, Year, the, Air, Max, is, full, force, MORE, AIR, LESS, BOOST, in, The, of, #voteseanwotherspoon,,
#airmax, wait, #teamnike, @nike, in, @nikesportswear, #moreairlessboost

A, post, shared, by, Sean, Wotherspoon (@sean_wotherspoon), on, Mar 2, 2017, at, 7:42am, PST

, You, got, La, Silver, I, got, La, Gold., Want, to, argue, #am97, #gold

A, post, shared, by, Cristiano, Ronaldo (@cristiano), on, Feb 4, 2017, at, 6:00am, PST<>

The 
message is received earlier, Adidas Jeremy Lin Sherlock Hornets fans version and Jersey, will today (10/23) started the first wave
limited debut, at $2690, will be listed for sale, the store did not receive further information, please contact the local shoe to collate the
official signing pathway.
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